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The Gift of Fine Writing
Since 1913, the Sheaffer® brand has been synonymous with quality, innovation, and

craftsmanship. Today, Sheaffer forges ahead with the same commitment to excellence, originality,
and service that put the brand on the map nearly 100 years ago.

We invite you to see for yourself why the Sheaffer® brand continues to be recognized as a global
leader in luxury fine writing instruments. The current selection of product innovations, stylish

designs, and elegant finishes addresses the practical needs of the image-conscious 21st century
consumer, all while continuing to deliver the uniquely pleasurable Sheaffer® writing experience. 

Currently available in over 100 countries throughout the world, Sheaffer will maintain its
position as a leading global luxury fine writing instrument brand by continuing to honor its

commitment to delivering premium quality products and services that meet the needs of today’s
and tomorrow’s consumers. 

From the truly avant-garde to the time-honored classics, Sheaffer has a writing instrument to
please every taste and suit any occasion. From its entry level products to its famous 

“White Dot®” collection, a Sheaffer® writing instrument offers its owner creativity, quality and
prestige, making it a gift with meaning, the gift of fine writing. 

www.sheaffer.com
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The Gift of Fine Writing

A Historic Collection
Inspired by company founder, Walter A. Sheaffer, and the era
in which he lived, the Sheaffer Legacy® Heritage Special
Edition Victorian Series truly embodies the duality of the
Victorian spirit – a beautiful and intricate design balanced by
technologically-driven functionality that reflects the history of
Sheaffer.

•Elegant and intricate Victorian leaf design engraved on
sterling silver 

•Handcrafted cap and barrel

•Fountain pen – exclusive Inlaid Nib in 18K gold with
palladium plate for uniquely smooth and flexible writing

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited Lifetime Warranty

9044

www.sheaffer.com

Special edition – stock limited, please contact your
Sheaffer representative for availability.
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9045

The Gift of Fine Writing

Timeless Classic
The Sheaffer Legacy® Heritage Sterling Silver Collection
features a wide profile and a classic interrupted barleycorn
design on sterling silver. Featuring either a traditional 
22K gold plate trim or contemporary palladium plate trim,
these luxurious writing instruments epitomize elegance.

•Fountain pen – exclusive Inlaid Nib in 18k gold with
palladium plate for uniquely smooth and flexible writing

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited Lifetime Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

9037

PRODUCT CODE FP HAND ENGRAVE

9037 • •

9045* • •

* Mode 9045 available mid 2006
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The Gift of Fine Writing

Elegance and Prestige
The Sheaffer Legacy® Heritage Collection combines a timeless
Sheaffer® design with superior performance and effortless
convenience. Available in an array of distinctive finishes, this
collection is the natural choice for anyone preferring a wide
profile writing instrument.

•Fountain pen – exclusive Inlaid Nib in 18k gold with
palladium plate for uniquely smooth and flexible writing

•Roller Ball – the luxurious feel of “ink on paper” for silky,
flowing writing

•Ballpoint – smooth, convenient twist action mechanism 

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited Lifetime Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT HAND LASER 
CODE FP RB BP ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

9030 • • • •

9031 • • • • •

9035 • • • •

9040 •

9041 •

9046* • • •

* Mode 9046 available from mid 2006

903590319030 9040 9041 9046
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9221

The Gift of Fine Writing

One Simple Twist
The Sheaffer Prelude® MPI (Multi-Purpose Instrument), an
innovative twist on writing, converts easily from a ballpoint to
a highlighter with one simple rotation. Available in two
modern finishes, the revolutionary Prelude® MPI is the
ultimate in convenience and style for 21st century consumers.

•Ballpoint and highlighter in a single writing instrument

•Instantly changes functions with one simple twist

•Perfect for the busy professional or for people on the “go”

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited 3 Year Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

9212

PRODUCT HAND LASER 
CODE BP HIGHLIGHTER ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

9212 • • • •

9221 • • • •
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The Gift of Fine Writing

Classic Sophistication
The Prelude® Collection of writing instruments is a
masterful blend of timeless design and modern
functionality. Featuring a balanced and comfortable
profile, Prelude® writing instruments are available in a
wide array of finishes ranging from more traditional to
ultra modern. 

• Fountain pen – flexible two-tone or stainless steel nib,
special pads on gripping section for increased comfort

•Roller Ball – the luxurious feel of “ink on paper” for
silky, flowing writing; special pads on gripping section
for increased comfort

•Ballpoint – smooth, convenient twist action mechanism

•0.7mm Pencil (not available in all finishes) – protective
sleeve guards against breakage 

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited Lifetime Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT HAND LASER 
CODE FP RB BP PCL ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

340 • • • • • •

342 • • • • • •

346 • • • • •

368 • • • • • •

371 • • •

373 • •

9052 • • •

9053* • • •

9133 • • •

* Cap engrave only

340 342 346 368 371 373 9052 9053 9133
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The Gift of Fine Writing

Light and Elegant
The slim profile Sheaffer® Agio® writing instruments are as
sophisticated as they are comfortable. This sleek yet practical
collection is a modern classic and is available in a variety of
contemporary finishes. 

•Fountain pen – stainless steel or 22K gold plated stainless
steel nib; textured resin grip for comfort and control

•Ballpoint – smooth, convenient twist action mechanism;
unique built-in stylus ideal for use with PDAs, mobile
phones, or calculators

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited 3 Year Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT HAND LASER 
CODE FP BP ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

453 • • • •

454 •

455 • •

459 • • • •

460 • • • •

462 • •

455 459 460 462454453
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The Gift of Fine Writing

Luxury Without Limitations
The Sheaffer® Agio Compact™ writing instrument is ultra sleek
and ultra chic! Its unique size makes it the perfect writing
accessory for even the tiniest handbag. Take the cap off and
place it on the end of the barrel for a full-sized writing
instrument with a textured resin grip for added comfort –
simplified sophistication.

•Ballpoint – quality carbide ballpoint tip for silky, flowing
writing 

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Luxury gift box

•Sheaffer Limited 3 Year Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT HAND LASER 
CODE BP ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

9001 • • •

9002 • •

9003 • • •

9001

9002

9003

Limited compact gift boxes available
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The Gift of Fine Writing

The Fusion of Form and Function™

Contemporary and stylish, Sheaffer Javelin® writing
instruments feature a distinctive round barrel, square end cap,
and a comfortable rubberized grip. Satin chrome trim
complements modern accessories and the four high-tech
finishes appeal to today’s avant-garde consumer.

•Fountain pen – stainless steel flexible nib for consistent,
even ink flow

•Roller Ball – silky writing like a fountain pen

•Ballpoint – smooth, convenient twist action mechanism 

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Sheaffer Limited 1 Year Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT HAND LASER 
CODE FP RB BP ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

124 • • • • •

126 • • • •

128 • • • •

129 • • • •

126124 128 129
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The Gift of Fine Writing

A Traditional Favorite
As its name suggests, the Sentinel® is a classic writing
instrument one can rely on. With its timeless design and
finishes ranging from cool and contemporary to distinctive
and elegant, this sleek and slim instrument appeals to a broad
range of consumers. A precision writing instrument, Sentinel®

is the perfect choice for everyday use as well as for special
communications.

•Slim, classic style appeals to a wide audience

•Excellent gift for a student or professional

•Ballpoint – effortless push-button mechanism that is easily
operated with one hand 

•0.7mm Pencil – protective sleeve guards against breakage 

•Sheaffer Limited 1 Year Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT BALLPEN & HAND LASER 
CODE BP PENCIL SET ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

323 • • • •

325 • • • •

327 • • •

329 • • • •

325323 327 329
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The Gift of Fine Writing

Make Special Occasions Extraordinary
Special occasions become extraordinary when they include
the Sheaffer® Gift Collection Ballpoint and Pencil Set. 
What better way to convey congratulations, love, or
admiration than with a gift that allows recipients to express
themselves? Attractive finishes and practicality make the
Sheaffer® Gift Collection Ballpoint and Pencil Set a gift that
is sure to please!

•The perfect gift for any occasion

•Appeals to a large audience

•Ballpoint – smooth, convenient twist action mechanism 

•0.7mm Pencil – protective sleeve guards against
breakage 

•Sheaffer “White Dot®” hallmark of quality and prestige

•Sheaffer Limited 1 Year Warranty

www.sheaffer.com

PRODUCT BALLPEN & HAND LASER 
CODE BP PENCIL SET ENGRAVE ENGRAVE

9306* • • • •

9307* • • • •

9308* • • • •

* Cap engrave only

9306 93089307

Availble mid 2006. Please contact your Sheaffer representative
for availability.
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The Gift of Fine Writing

The Art of Fine Lettering
The Sheaffer® Calligraphy range addresses the needs of novice to
more advanced calligraphers alike, from its wide profile Viewpoint®

pen to its elegant tapered pen. All kits include an easy-to-follow
instruction booklet. Additional vibrant Skrip® Ink colors are available
in bottles or cartridges.

•Starter Kit – Includes 1 Calligraphy Pen, one stainless steel nib and
4 skrip ink cartridges. Available in fine, medium and broad nibs

•Mini Kit – Includes 1 Calligraphy pen with three stainless steel nibs
and 4 skrip ink cartridges

•Presentation Gift Set – Includes 1 Calligraphy pen with two
stainless steel nibs, 14 Skrip Ink cartridges, re-usable writing grids,
pads and instruction booklet

•Calligraphy Deluxe Quill Kit – three elegant pens with three nib
grades; includes selection of 6 color ink cartridges, a piston
convertor and a storage tin

www.sheaffer.com

16903 – Starter Kit

57806 – Mini Kit 76912 – Presentation Gift Set 10033 – Calligraphy Deluxe Quill Kit
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Sheaffer® Skrip® Ink
•For use with Sheaffer® fountain pens and calligraphy pens

•Specially formulated to ensure long write out and a smooth flow

•Variety of colors available in cartridges or 50ml bottles

•Packaged on blistercard or shelfpack

Piston Convertor
•Fits most current Sheaffer® fountain pens

The Gift of Fine Writing

www.sheaffer.com

The Gift of Fine Writing

Preserve the Performance 
Maintain the quality of your Sheaffer® writing instrument by using
genuine Sheaffer® accessories

Sheaffer® Roller Ball Refills
•Roller ball refills available in 2 sizes – classic and slim

•Blue or black ink

•Medium point grade

•Packaged on blistercard or shelfpack box 12

Sheaffer® Ballpoint Refills
•Ballpoint refills available in Blue or Black ink 

•Fine or Medium Point grades

•Packaged on blistercard or shelfpack box 12

Sheaffer® Prelude® MPI
•Ballpoint refill in blue or black

•Yellow highlighter refill (individually wrapped in a trio pack)

www.sheaffer.com

INK SKRIP INK SKRIP INK
COLOUR CATRIDGES BOTTLES

Jet Black • •

Deluxe Blue • •

Blue/Black • •

Red •

Turquoise •

Brown •

Purple •

Emerald Green •

Kings Gold •

Roller Ball Refills Shelf Pack Prelude MPI Refills Ballpoint Refills

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

Jet Black Deluxe Blue Blue/Black Red

Turquoise Brown Purple Emerald
Green

Kings Gold

Skrip® Ink Cartridges Skrip® Ink Bottles Piston Converter Shelf Pack
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NSW: First Floor 1A Mellor Street, West Ryde 2114, Ph: (02) 8878 9444  Fax: (02) 8878 9400
QLD: 28 Smallwood Street, Underwood 4119, Ph: (07) 3841 0599 Fax: (07) 3841 3062

SA: 183 Holbrooks Road, Underdale 5032, Ph: (08) 8443 4000 Fax: (08) 8443 4222
WA: 214 Fulham Street, Cloverdale 6105, Ph: (08) 6272 9500 Fax: (08) 6272 9550

HEAD OFFICE: 
57-67 Popes Road Keysborough, VIC 3173
Phone: (03) 9798 2000 Fax: (03) 9798 6555

PO Box 248, Noble Park 3174
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